
 
Aledo Independent School District 

GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  Aledo High School 

Grade Level  12th Grade 

Week of  4/6/20 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 

 

AP Calculus BC 
Week at a Glance 

Objectives for the Week (TEKS): 
Essential Knowledge 4.1A2 (BC) An infinite series of numbers converges to a real number S (or has sum 
S), if and only if the limit of its sequence of partial sums exists and equals S. 

Essential Knowledge 4.1A3 (BC) Common series of numbers include geometric series, the harmonic 
series, and p-series. 

Essential Knowledge 4.1A6 (BC) In addition to examining the limit of the sequence of partial sums of the 
series, methods for determining whether a series of numbers converges or diverges are the nth term test, 
the comparison test, the limit comparison test, the integral test, the ratio test, and the alternating series test. 

Essential Knowledge 4.1B1 (BC) If a is a real number and r is a real number such that |r|<1 , then the 

geometric series  .. 

Lesson Frame: 
We Will:  examine the limit of the sequence of partial sums of the series, and find methods for determining 
whether a series of numbers converges or diverges. 
I will: Be able to find whether a sequence converges or diverges, and using the Geometric Series test 
determine whether a series converges or diverges.. 
So That I Can: Determine if the of an infinite series has a finite or infinite value 

Estimated Time to Complete: 2 hours 

Resources Needed:  
Notes for Lessons 1 and 2  
Sequence Practice Worksheet 
BC Cliffnotes 5 and 6 
All Combined as Single file (individualized links listed below) 
 
Non-Digital Resources:  paper and pencil 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lz1-xfZ6WiJAea2IT30hGJeDR_71401f/view?usp=sharing
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Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

Notes 
Lessons 1 and Lesson 2 
Video for Lesson 1 
Video for Lesson 2 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

Practice your skills on  
Sequence Practice 
BC Cliffnotes 5 and 6 
 
 
  
 

Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

Sequence Practice and BC Cliffnotes 5-6 Worksheets 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Set up a thinking map showing the comparing and contrasting between sequences and series. Be 
sure to include examples from when they converge or diverge. 
 
Create a set of note cards for the various tests of convergence and divergence that are in the 
table in lesson 2.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LAAoEwsRL9QUwS8PyXisvbW1jbGnk2by/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LzRupZLM9Wl4oSSO78UHh6EqTlSkgdQB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p0JpozEFnxIHApwdc5EbR4kvmbyosg5V/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nA6q41rfsgJHmk_J0zdYf88HtBeeEsh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M7LtHNVZFLDc0H9ys1nEbLf_rfxyfeLr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M3pDrMDRAWivQI8UY_6Kf4YQjsEmVFSU/view?usp=sharing

